
e-Agriculture Guest Blogging Guidelines 

e-Agriculture Blog has the following objectives: 

 Raise awareness of Information Communication and Technology (ICTs) issues in 

agriculture ( see Themes http://www.fao.org/e-agriculture/our-themes  covered already 

in e-Agriculture) 

 Collect news and stories from the e-Agriculture Community on various projects they are 

working on related to ICTs in Agriculture.  

 Provide space for third party content by registered e-Agriculture members on the ICTs in 

Agriculture; 

 Encourage members to share, contribute and exchange various topical issues within the 

e-Agriculture 

E-Agriculture welcomes submissions from guest bloggers as stated here http://www.fao.org/e-

agriculture/stub-21, however the blog is not a vehicle for press releases. 

Guidelines for submitting your blog proposal 

If you have any queries contact us at e-Agriculture@fao.org  

What we are looking for 

 We consider positive, forward looking articles covering information communication and 

technology issues in agriculture. Agriculture is as defined by the Food and Agriculture 

Organization for example includes nutrition, forestry, fisheries, aquaculture, rural 

development and environment.   

 The ideal submissions is a well-argued, well-written original post of between 500 -800 

words. Longer, more in-depth articles will also be considered. 

 All facts, data and case studies must be referenced from respected and reliable sources, 

through links. 

 Articles may be submitted in any of the FAOlanguages: English, French, Arabic, Chinese, 

Russian and Arabic. Articles will not be translated and will be posted in their original 

language. 

 You may include pictures. As a minimum we encourage you to include one 200px wide 

image to be used as a thumbnail on the e-Agriculture home page. We also accept 

infographics and videos submitted as part of the post. The author is responsible for 

getting necessary image copyright clearances. 

 You must have usage rights for all media included in the submission and they should all 

be properly attributed. 

 All submitted articles are subject to editorial scrutiny, you must acknowledge and flag 

any mistakes as soon as they have been identified. 

 Do not try to convey too much information in one post - think of one or two key points 

that you want reader to take away after reading your post. Do not try to convey too 
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much information in one post - think of one or two key points that you want reader to 

take away after reading your post. 

 The following footer should be posted beneath all blogs 

o “The postings on this site are my own and do not necessarily represent FAO’s 

views, positions, strategies or opinions.” 

 All submissions should adhere to FAO Communications Policy  

 

What we don’t want/accept 

We do not accept: 

 Articles that are offensive or excessively critical of individuals, organizations, companies, 

social movements or countries. 

 Articles that heavily promote a product, a company, an organization or service or that 

are written for commercial gain. 

 Poorly written articles or articles not written in one of official UN languages. 

 Articles that are unrelated to e-Agriculture and its mandate. 

 Plagiarized articles. 

 Articles that do not adhere to these guidelines. 

Editorial cycle 

If you would like to contribute to the e-Agriculture Blog you should first look at what has 

already been published both to get an idea of the kind of articles we are looking for and to 

avoid repetition. 

We will usually get back to you within 24hrs of your submission  

If your article does not meet these guidelines, it will not be posted. We may edit your article for 

clarity or style before or after its publication but will not change the meaning. 

You should register and join the e-Agriculture community and be available for one or two weeks 

after the publication to reply to any comments publicly made on your posts. 

Re-posting policy 

We only accept original content. However, you can re-post your article after it has been posted 

on the e-Agriculture blog on your personal or corporate blog with a link back to the e-

Agriculture blog. 

We also encourage you to promote your e-Agriculture blog post on social media and within 

your network. 

Submitting your articles 



You can submit your articles directly on the platform by logging in and following these 

instructions http://www.fao.org/e-agriculture/stub-21  

Or submit your articles in a word processing formats (i.e. docx, doc or odt) to e-

agriculture@fao.org   [All images or graphics must be submitted in separate files (jpg, gif, png) 

with proper attribution] 
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